Improved translation efficiency of therapeutic mRNA.
Recent developments in the field of the messenger RNA and its advantages versus DNA have led to a renewed interest in mRNA-based technologies. Despite its advantages, mRNA therapy has a number of drawbacks including low amount of mRNA production, short-term existence of mRNA and mRNA-mediated protein within the cell, severe mRNA cytotoxicity, and immune response activation following mRNA transfection. Here, we applied untranslated regions of human beta-globin to increase the stability and translation efficiency of a destabilized GFP mRNA. In order to suppress the innate immune response, which is the main barrier of mRNA therapy, we used the vaccinia virus derived capping enzyme and substituted standard nucleotides with modified nucleotides. At the end, the Kozak sequence of human beta-globin was replaced with the strongest sequence for the further improvement of mRNA translation. Overall, these modifications with native Kozak (K1) sequence of human beta-globin enhanced the stability of destabilized GFP mRNA up to 48 h and no increase in the level of interferon-α and -β was found. The GFP expression of mRNA with modified Kozak (K2) sequence initiated earlier than mRNA and plasmid DNA with K1 sequence. In contrast to mRNA with K1 sequence, the cells containing mRNA with K2 sequence remained positive for GFP expression up to 72 h post-transfection. Interestingly, transfection efficiency and mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of mRNA with K2 sequence were higher than mRNA and plasmid DNA with K1 sequence. Taken together, these results provide valuable information for the optimization of mRNA stability and translation. Therefore, the methods used in the current study can successfully be applied for reprogramming, gene editing, trans-differentiation, tumour therapy, and gene therapy.